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Executive Summary 

Digital is changing key elements of pharmaceutical firms’ business models: customers, channels, 
partners, and competitors. Building digital capabilities to protect the business can therefore no 
longer be a tactical response that plays out in pilot programs; rather, it must be a fundamental 
driver of a company’s overall strategy. However, our research into the progress toward digital 
transformation in the past year indicates that the former is happening. Pharma firms still lack a 
mature capability stack, have made little recent progress, and have poor control over the drivers 
of transformation success. To move away from the status quo, firms must take a disciplined 
approach to monitoring digital capabilities—users, maturity, challenges, and opportunities. 
Successful firms will compare digital capability performance across the organization, identify 
areas for improvement, and create a culture of continuously increasing maturity. 
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Pharma is Failing To Accelerate Toward Digital Excellence 

In an age where digital technology is rapidly changing pharma’s channels, customers, and competition, an 
uncoordinated response causes firms to miss tremendous business opportunities. While the digital 
transformation effort is a colossal, never-ending challenge prone to frustration, confusion, and delusions, a 
disciplined approach unlocks new profits, higher market shares, and lower operating costs. To understand 
how well pharmaceutical firms are making digital transformation progress, we applied our Digital 
Excellence Maturity Assessment to responses from twenty-one pharma firms’ “chief digital officers” (CDOs) 
and benchmarked a key component of digital transformation: digital capability for customer engagement 
(see Figure 1).1 The data shows that: 

• Digital capability is maturing slowly. Amidst a global momentum of digital transformation in many 
industries, pharma has increased its digital capability by an average of just ten percentage points in 
two years—barely into the “good” range (see Figure 2).2 The industry has one clear leader, with seven 
other companies closing in. Worryingly, one in three firms has yet to reach a “good” level of maturity. 
And of the twelve firms we could trend, seven have improved by five percentage points or less in the 
past two years, signaling that their digital transformation is disoriented and in disarray. 

• Behind-the-scenes capabilities still give CDOs headaches every day. Led by email and tablet 
detailing, on-stage capabilities achieved an average capability score of sixty-two percent. This is 
thirteen percentage points higher than any behind-the-scenes capability (e.g., analytics, content, 
CRM) and has increased by sixteen percentage points since 2015 (see Figure 3). Firms’ slower 
progress in building up their behind-the-scenes capabilities is a warning that additional challenges in 
capability integration await them in the years to come. Content management is the least mature 
capability: fourteen of the twenty-one firms lack an effective capability to strategize, create, and 
manage digital content. 

• Core practices are well-followed, but that’s where it stops. We also assessed how consistently 
and intentionally firms apply specific core, developed, or advanced practices in each digital 
capability. Firms follow nearly two-thirds of all core digital practices consistently, but the more 
advanced the practice—such as using an iterative approach in web development—the fewer firms 
that have the capability (see Figure 4). 
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Capability-Related Challenges Are Slowing Progress 

Large-scale adoption of digital capabilities won’t happen unless the organization is ready for it. Clear 
leadership commitment, a common vision of the future across the organization, and appropriate 
investment budgets create a culture in which pharma’s commercial teams want to become excellent at 
digital customer engagement.3 But even if a firm’s culture embraces innovative approaches to customer 
engagement, the progress of digital transformation is at risk when practicing a digital capability becomes a 
frustrating experience for commercial teams. We see that: 

• The importance of a capability links to its adoption. Firms consider all behind-the-scenes 
capabilities more important than on-stage capabilities, especially customer experience (CX) and 
analytics (see Figure 5). The more important a digital capability is to a firm’s ability to succeed with 
customers, the more likely it is to be well-adopted there. For pharma’s digital leaders, it’s not enough 
to just raise the importance of digital capabilities. Instead, they need to be able to spot teams that 
vastly underrate certain capabilities—because a team that underrates a capability is unlikely to 
adopt it. 

• Expertise regarding digital capabilities drives digital excellence (DX). The gap between the firm 
that knows the most about digital and the one that knows the least is a hefty sixty-four points. Firms 
know the most about email and tablet detailing and the least about CX, mobile, and analytics (see 
Figure 6). The more a firm knows about a given capability, the more it consistently follows practices 
associated with that capability. This has led many firms to implement company-wide training 
programs, or “digital academies”, to boost digital maturity. 

• Complex processes or access to the digital factory hurt digital maturity. While teams might be 
very knowledgeable, and capabilities might be available (mostly through a digital factory), those 
capabilities must also be easy to access.4 But easy access is far from reality at many firms (see Figure 
7). Firms struggle mightily to make capabilities like content creation and management and mobile 
app maintenance less complex and easily accessible. The most complex capability? CX design and 
management. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Improving Digital Capability Maturity Starts with Monitoring 

Pharma CDOs create digital transformation plans that consist of multiple workstreams to build new 
capabilities, activate new ways of operating in markets, change related processes, and develop expertise. 
However, few plans monitor and tackle organizational and capability-related holdups in digital 
transformation—a key differentiator between disciplined and undisciplined approaches to transformation.5 
Specifically, such a monitoring workstream should: 

• Set company-wide DX standards. Undertaking a monitoring workstream as part of the wider 
transformation charter encourages senior management to agree on DX standards. While this 
exercise itself is valuable to align senior managers to the digital opportunity, the standards act as a 
performance benchmark of specific teams, therapy area business units, or even entire affiliates. 
CDOs who add a competitive component to the benchmark have even more data to substantiate the 
customer engagement opportunity and create a sense of urgency behind it. 

• Identify blind spots. Assessing teams on digital maturity and its adoption drivers shows which 
teams are struggling and whether their challenges are organizational or functional in nature. Leading 
firms make incremental progress solving functional issues by, for example, opening capability-
related service desks. But organizational challenges are different: digital transformation leaders 
quickly find that those have a common cause, such as a lack of commitment, conflicting business 
goals, or differences in priorities. CDOs require business acumen to solve organizational 
challenges—but once they solve these problems, they find that the growth of their organization’s 
digital maturity accelerates. 

• Provide input for the next-generation capability road map. A digital capability road map and 
local activation programs resonate better with the wider business if they are based on actual insights 
into what capability is used, by whom, for what reason, and where the challenges lie. Before getting 
any commitment to improve digital capability, CDOs need commercial teams to realize, accept, and 
understand the current state of their digital capability and any deviation from the standard. More 
commitment from commercial teams means that they will more actively engage in the planning of 
digital capabilities, making “demand plans” more accurate and giving road maps a long shelf life. 

• Show the team’s value. Digital transformation leaders don’t own any of their firm’s P&Ls—so 
defining, measuring, and acknowledging their success is a complex process. Metrics like digital 
capability adoption, technology maturity, and overall digital expertise embedded in the firm all 
demonstrate the team’s value. Knowing the progress a team makes can unlock more resources, 
increase its scope, and ensure that digital transformation has representation on more senior 
committees. 
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OUTLOOK 

Pharma Firms Will Widen the Scope of Digital Excellence 

Technology advancement and digital health innovation will push pharma’s DX target forward, like a carrot 
dangling in front of a donkey. But firms will catch up, see their commercial teams commit to operational 
transformation, and eventually reap the rewards of their investments in digital capabilities. Consequently, 
within the next two years, the most forward-looking pharmaceutical companies will synchronize their digital 
transformation throughout the core of the business. We see that: 

• Digital excellence will close in on commercial excellence. The ultimate DX output is a team’s 
ability to design interactions that customers find useful, simple, and enjoyable. A firm’s assessment 
of its own capability will complement voice of the customer data, mainly interaction analytics and 
customer feedback surveys. CDOs who can link capability scores with this data will be the first to 
prove a key hypothesis: digitally capable teams design better interactions, which results in higher-
impact engagement with patients and prescribers (see Figure 8). 

• Medical Affairs will come on board. When great CX becomes a cornerstone of brand management, 
customer preferences will drive pharma’s interaction design. And because customers want easy, 
relevant, and enjoyable experiences, firms need to coordinate which function sends what content 
through which channel. This should no longer be limited to marketing and sales functions; Medical 
Affairs must be added to the mix. Developing a strong digital capability in Medical Affairs teams is 
therefore the right strategy. 

• Digital capability will extend to R&D. Firms should extend the effort of building digital capability to 
R&D teams.6 While the nature of the opportunity is different, the path from low to high digital-
infused R&D maturity will come with organizational and capability-related challenges similar to those 
that commercial teams have experienced. Applying a similar approach of monitoring, prioritizing, 
and planning digital transformation activities will give firms an immediate head start as well as a 
complete view of digital maturity along pharma’s entire value chain. 
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Methodology 

DT Consulting fielded its Q1 2017 The State of Digital Excellence in the Pharmaceutical Industry survey to 
124 managers who work in digital, multichannel, or digital customer engagement teams inside a 
pharmaceutical firm. The final sample used for analysis in this report consists of twenty-one “chief digital 
officers” and their equivalents (VPs or heads of digital or multichannel marketing and senior digital 
directors) who own their firm’s digital transformation efforts and have significant responsibility for, budget 
for, or oversight of current digital capabilities. For this report, we used two of the three elements of DT’s 
Digital Excellence Maturity Assessment model to benchmark the firms’ digital capability and adoption 
drivers. Respondents receive a copy of this report containing the collected survey data prior to publication. 

Our sample is not guaranteed to be representative of the population. Responses do not convert directly 
into precise maturity scores for respondents’ respective companies. Unless otherwise noted, data is 
intended for descriptive purposes. 

Related Research 

• “Six Success Imperatives For Building A World-Class Digital Factory In Pharma” 
• “Digital Excellence In the Global Pharmaceutical Industry, 2016: Organizational Readiness” 
• “The Digital-Infused R&D Opportunity In Pharma” 
• “The State Of Digital Excellence In The Pharmaceutical Industry, 2015: Capabilities” 

Companies Benchmarked in This Report 

Astellas Pharma 
AstraZeneca 
Bayer 
Biogen 
Boehringer-Ingelheim 
Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Eisai Co. 
Ferring 
GlaxoSmithKline 
Janssen 
Lilly 

Merck 
Novartis 
Novo Nordisk 
Pfizer 
Roche 
Sanofi 
Shire 
Takeda Pharmaceutical Company 
Teva 
ViiV Healthcare 
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About DT Consulting 

We help pharmaceutical firms differentiate through customer experience powered by digital 
excellence. As a specialist consulting firm, we use fact-based insights from carefully crafted research, peer 
networking for executives in digital or related areas, assessments, benchmarks, and bespoke consulting 
projects to address digital excellence transformation in the pharmaceutical industry. Learn more at 
http://www.dt-consulting.com. 

DT Consulting’ Solutions: The Digital Excellence (DX) Maturity Assessment 

Our solutions leverage assessments and benchmarking data to provide tailored insights into critical aspects 
of your organization’s digital transformation efforts. 

 

For heads of digital, multichannel marketing, and customer engagement. 

The Digital Excellence (DX) Maturity Assessment is the starting point of your digital excellence journey. If 
you’re a director of a digital team that is part of your firm’s commercial operations division, the assessment 
provides an overview of what digital activities are happening in your area and how proficient they are. 

DT’s Digital Excellence Maturity Assessment helps pharma companies: 

• Gain a complete and objective overview of digital activity, including the drivers of and barriers to 
your firm’s digital transformation efforts. 

• Assess in depth your organization’s strengths and weaknesses regarding digital transformation, 
digital capability, and digital knowledge. 

• Map the recommended interventions from an organizational readiness perspective. 
• Benchmark yourself against your industry peers to help you draft a course to achieve parity and 

then leadership in industry best practices. 
• Identify robust targets for a digital road map of capabilities and processes. 
• Monitor their progress over time via a standard diagnostic. 

If you would like to understand how the Digital Excellence (DX) Maturity Assessment will help you 
improve your digital capabilities in overall customer engagement, please contact us at enquiry@dt-
consulting.com for a free demonstration.
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Endnotes 

 
1 We used our Digital Excellence Maturity Assessment (DEMA) model to benchmark twenty-one firms. We took two of the 
three elements of the DEMA: digital capability and adoption drivers. Participants are the firms’ most-senior leaders of 
their firm’s digital transformation efforts, and have significant responsibility, budget, or oversight of current digital 
capability (e.g., chief digital officers, vice presidents or heads of digital, digital directors). 

2 In 2015, just four firms had mature digital capabilities. With sixty-five and sixty-one percent, respectively, Bristol-Myers 
Squibb and Merck led their peers in our 2015 Digital Excellence Benchmark, although neither performed strongly across 
all capabilities. With an average maturity score of forty-one percent, the pharmaceutical industry still has a long journey 
ahead; even the top firms have not achieved a state where digital excellence is creating differentiated customer 
experiences. See the April 2015 DT Consulting report “The State of Digital Excellence in the Pharmaceutical Industry, 
2015: Capabilities”. 

3 Pharmaceutical firms turn to digital media and technologies to monetize a whole array of business opportunities that 
can increase annual revenues by millions of dollars. But a firm’s readiness to transform itself, as embodied in its 
knowledge, willingness to change, appetite for risk, and sense of importance, strongly influences its ability to seize 
opportunities. These factors are all manageable—and firms that break through find themselves accelerating towards 
digital excellence, which is the foundation of a company-wide MCM or customer engagement model. See the July 2016 
DT Consulting report “Digital Excellence in the Global Pharmaceutical Industry, 2016: Organizational Readiness”. 

4 Attracting business teams to your factory’s services with competitive prices is effective at driving digital 
transformation—but it won’t last if delivery is a lengthy, frustrating experience. The most efficient digital factories have 
multidisciplinary delivery teams where project managers implement factory offerings that meet user requirements, 
account managers coordinate the demand plan across regions or business units, and service/platform managers act as 
subject-matter experts who drive the maturity of any platform or service. Effective delivery organizations flexibly allocate 
these resources to individual projects and overall demand. When you align these roles in the factory’s governance model 
and delivery times, you’ll find that overall authority and simplicity in points of contact become manageable and 
measurable. See the February 2017 DT Consulting report “Six Success Imperatives for Building a World-Class Digital 
Factory in Pharma”. 

5 Disappointingly, renewed visions and strategies haven’t led to better, clearer strategic measurement frameworks that 
demonstrate the value of digital. On the contrary: pleading a lack of time and resources, firms still fail to properly 
measure their DX improvement, starting with assessing internal and external benchmarks of digital capabilities. See 
Figure 7 in the July 2016 DT Consulting report “Digital Excellence in the Global Pharmaceutical Industry, 2016: 
Organizational Readiness”. 

6 Senior digital leaders at large pharmaceutical companies believe that digital innovation and new technologies will 
present their R&D departments with large value-creation opportunities. Done right, digital-infused R&D can add millions 
to a pharma firm’s annual revenues. Digital experts see the biggest opportunity for digital technology in the context of 
gathering clinical evidence, thereby increasing drug values and protecting the firm’s competitive position. However, not 
all organizations are ready to reap the benefits of digital-infused R&D; many report that they need to make structural 
changes to their operating model before they will be able to unlock any value. See the May 2016 DT Consulting report 
“The Digital-Infused R&D Opportunity in Pharma”. 


